. The sample mean and standard deviation were 146.0 and 84.5 respectively (median 111, quartiles 81, 183).
The e ciency of the new technique relative to the p.s.i. technique is then 84:5 2 + 21:9 2 21:9 2 = 15:8; a substantial improvement. Again this assumes ergodicity of the particle process, so the above e ciency calculation refers only to variance within a given section. Figure 7 shows a logarithmic plot of the data for each particle pro le (n = 170) in the silicon carbide image of Figure 2 . In contrast to the boutons data, there are values which far exceed the lower bound (24); the observed r i ranged from 1.03 to 2.5. Note that in this case the data points may not be treated as independent if there is spatial dependence between pro les on a section, or if we cannot regard the particle process as ergodic (e.g. if di erent sections look substantially di erent). We shall overlook this in the present analysis.
Silicon carbide data
The histogram of log(x i ) in Figure 8 shows that a lognormal model for X is inappropriate. Furthermore a plot of the r i analogous to Figure 6 suggests possible dependence between R and X. We therefore abandon the lognormal model.
The bootstrap approach can still be applied. A sample of 10; 000 independent resamples with replacement of size n = 170 from the data yielded b v values (calculated by (23)) with mean 193.9 and standard deviation 21.9. Note again that the variance estimate is based on an assumption that the particle pro les are independent, in particular, it ignores between-section variance contributions. 7 Estimation of variance 7.1 Boutons data Figure 3 shows the complete set of bivariate data (X i ; Y i ) for the synaptic boutons example, with the dotted line indicating the theoretical lower bound (24). It is remarkable that the observed data are very close to this lower bound. Figure 4 shows the same data after taking logarithms. Apart from linearising the lower bound (24) this appears to transform log X i to an approximate normal distribution as judged by the histogram and Q-Q plot in Figure 5 . Additionally, the`excess' R i = Y i cX 5=2 i seems to be approximately independent of X i , judging by Figure 6 .
Hence we can arguably model
where X and R are independent, X is lognormally distributed, and R has some unspeci ed distribution. Then For comparison we also applied a bootstrap technique to the statistic (23). We generated 10; 000 samples of n = 33 data points drawn at random with replacement from the data (x i ; y i ), and formed the estimate (23) 
Example 1: Synaptic boutons
Our rst dataset comes from a morphometric study of the e ect of neuroleptic treatment on the morphology of encephalinergic synaptic boutons in rat striatum, carried out at the Graduate School of Neuroscience, Free University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands (kindly provided by ir. G.J. Docter and drs. M.J. Mijnster). The data analysed here consist of 33 separate pro les of boutons in ultrathin (60nm) sections, visualised under electron microscopy, from one selected animal. The outlines were manually digitised on an IBAS image analyser to produce 33 separate binary images, each 512 512 pixels resolution. Magnication varied slightly from image to image, and the linear magni cations in the x and y directions were very slightly di erent. Figure 1 shows a composite of all 33 images: each is roughly 2 microns square in real units (the pro le diameters are in the range 0.5 to 1.5 microns). Taking the model based approach (x3) we treat these images as independent samples B i from the Palm distribution of the section process . The standard, approximately unbiased, estimator of v is then 
Estimation formulae can be derived by the same means as in x2{3. For example in the design-based, single section case (x2.1) let V be an area-weighted vertical plane
is an unbiased estimator of v.
6 Applications
Remarks on implementation
A precondition for using the estimators described here is that the section pro les Y i are fully identi able, more precisely, that for any given points x; y in the section plane, (a) it is observable whether x belongs to Y , (b) it is observable whether x and y belong to the same pro le Y i for some i. Requirement (b) implies that (disconnected) pro les originating from the same object X i are identi able as such. A similar statement was emphasised in 14], 20, Introduction], 22, p. 257].
In implementations based on image processing technology it would normally be convenient to calculate J 2 1 using (a discrete approximation to) the covariance function C Yi of each individual pro le, or the within-particle covariance function C Y of (11). If each pro le is available as a binary image, its covariance function can be computed either directly from the de nition, or by using the Fast Fourier Transform. If no pro les consist of more than one connected component, C Y can be computed directly from the connected component transform of a binary image of Y .
Let s x , s y denote the`real' physical lengths of one pixel step in the x and y directions respectively. To compute J 2 1 for each pro le we determine the set covariance of each binary image, expressed as a pixel count multiplied by s x s y . The integral in Proposition 3 is then approximated by s x s y times the sum over all pixel displacements (n x ; n y ) of q s 2 x n 2 x + s 2 y n 2 y times the estimated covariance function for this displacement.
Consider the integral in (4) . Note that every line`2 F(3; 1) determines a unique vertical plane V 2 V(3; 2) such that` V , by V = ?1 ( (`)), except in the negligible case where`is parallel to the vertical axis. This leads to the factorisation 3]
where (`) is the angle between`and the vertical axis, and as before V;1 is the invariant measure on F(V; 1), the space of lines contained in V .
where for compact regular B V
Next we nd an analogue of Proposition 3. In the expression above, replace By another change of variable (u; v) 7 ! (v; u ? v) we obtain
where V = fu ? v : u; v 2 V g is the vector space parallel to V and as usual C B (x) = 2 (B \T x B) for x 2 V . This is the desired analogue of Proposition 3.
In case k = 2 we nd that
Proof:
Both procedures begin by generating an area-weighted plane F through X. In the Jensen-Gundersen construction above, if we condition on F and on I = i we have
2 (Y i ) using Propositions 1 and 2. Since the conditional distribution of I given F is area-weighted, we get
By the stereological Rao-Blackwell theorem 2] we obtain the result. 2
Comments in 2] suggest that a general variance comparison (holding e.g. also for systematic sampling) may not be available.
Vertical section designs
Here we indicate the existence of counterparts of the integral geometric results of x1 for \vertical sections" 3].
Fix arbitrary orthonormal coordinates in R 3 , designate the x 3 axis as the \vertical", and identify the \horizontal" (x 1 ; x 2 ) plane with R 2 . A vertical plane is any at V 2 F(3; 2) such that the normal to V is horizontal. Equivalently dene : R 3 ! R 2 to be the standard coordinate projection; then a vertical plane is any V 2 F(3; 2) whose horizontal projection is a line, (V ) 2 F(2; 1). Let V(3; 2) be the class of all vertical planes. Then L = (V ), V = ?1 (L) = L R is a 1-1 correspondence between F(2; 1) and V(3; 2) under which the action of the Euclidean motions in R 2 corresponds to the action of those Euclidean motions in R 3 which preserve the vertical coordinate. Let 3;2 denote the invariant measure on V(3; 2) obtained by this correspondence.
Our objective is to produce a counterpart to Proposition 2 (case n = 3, r = 2) where F(3; 2) is replaced by V(3; 2).
Given observations within a xed compact window W R 2 , a pointwise
which is a modi cation of the standard estimator of the spatial covariance function.
Variance comparison and Rao-Blackwell theorem
In the practical case R 3 , Jensen and Gundersen 13, 14] proposed an estimator of v constructed as follows: 1. Generate a plane F with the area-weighted distribution (9) with r = 2. 
for all measurable nonnegative g : K(R 3 ) ! 0; 1) and compact C R 3 .
Similarly for and P 0 .
Let g : K(R 2 ) ! 0; 1) be measurable and E 0 -integrable. Assume g(;) = 0 and that g is invariant under rotations and translations of R 2 . For arbitrary compact C R 2 with 2 (C) > 0, the analogue of (18) for gives 2 (X i \ F p;u ) dp du
using standard results of integral geometry 21]. Similarly for the denominator, using Proposition 2, we get
Taking the ratio gives the stated result. could be called the within-particle set covariance.
Systematic serial sections
In contrast with the previous model, we now consider the intersection of X with a lattice of parallel r-ats. For simplicity we restrict the treatment to planes in R 3 , but the general case is analogous. De ne the plane with normal vector u 2 S 2 and displacement p 2 R from the origin by The section stack is isotropic uniform random (IUR) if p; u are independent and uniformly distributed on S 2 + and (? r 2 ; r 2 ) respectively, where S 2 + = fu = (u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ) 2 R 3 : jjujj = 1; u 3 0g. Thus dP(p; u) = 1 2 d dp du: Proposition 5 If the section stack is IUR then the estimator
is \ratio-unbiased", i.e.
2 E P 1
A comparable result appears to be stated in 22, pp. 237{238].
Single random section
Proposition 4 Let F be a random r-at hitting X with the r -weighted distribution 9] dP 1 (F) = r (F \ X) c n;r n (X) d n;r (F):
Then b v = c n;r c n?1;r?1
is an unbiased estimator of v. The case of practical interest is n = 3, r = 2, for which c n;r =c n?1;r?1 = 2 = = 2.
Proof: For general pro le shapes, note that the numerator of (10) can be expressed using Proposition 3 as follows.
The case of practical interest is an application of Proposition 2 with n = 3, r = 2, relating 3 (A) 2 
Sampling designs and unbiased estimators
In this section we derive unbiased estimators of particle mean volume in a randomised sampling design (cf. 14, 18]). Consider a xed, nite collection of disjoint regular compact sets X i R n , i = 1; : : :; N henceforth called`parti-
De ne the volume-weighted mean volume of the particle population by
This is the weighted mean of the values n (X i ) with weights proportional to n (X i ). It may also be interpreted as the expected value of the volume of a particle X I chosen at random with probability proportional to volume, PfI = ig = n (X i )= n (X). The volume-weighted distribution arises naturally if we generate a random point Z uniformly distributed in the particle phase X, and select X I to be that (unique) particle which contains Z. See e.g. 9, 14, 18]. i.e. this is I n n+k?1 (A). 2
The key result generalises this to r-dimensional plane sections. For the proof we need the following extra de nitions.
De nition 3 For a given r-at F and for 1 s < r, write F(F; s) for the space of s-ats contained in F, and F;s for the standard invariant measure, so that (F(F; s); F;s ) is isomorphic to (F(r; s); r;s ).
For r < t < n let F(n; t F]) be the space of all t-ats in R n which contain a given r-at F. This is isomorphic to G(n ? r; t ? r); let n;t F] be the standard rotation-invariant measure on F(n; De nition 2 For 0 < r < n let F(n; r) be the space of r-ats (r-dimensional a ne planes) in R n , and n;r the standard invariant measure on F(n; r), i.e. the measure invariant under Euclidean motions of R n de ned in 21, (12.78), p. 204]. Let G(n; r) be the space of r-dimensional linear vector subspaces (i.e.
through the origin) in R n , and n;r the standard rotation-invariant measure on G(n; r). The total mass of G(n; r) is 21, (12.35), p. 203] c n;r = n;r (G(n; r)) = n r n n?1 n?r+1 r r? 1 1 where n is the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball, n = 2 n=2 =(n?(n=2)): Useful values are c 2;1 = , c 3;2 = c 3;1 = 2 . For convenience, de ne c n;0 = 1 for all n.
Reproductive formulae
First we consider line transects. De ne for k 0 I n k (A) = Z F(n;1)
where for a given r-at F, we can de ne J r k (B) for subsets B F naturally by identifying F with R r by any isometry. Measurability of the integrand was checked in 6].
If A is convex then by (2), I n k (A) is proportional to the (k + 2)nd moment of the chord length 1 (`\ A) over all lines`intersecting A. This is the much- For general A, the integrand J 1 k (`\ A) can be interpreted using (3) as an alternating sum of (k + 2)nd powers of distances between endpoints of intervals of`\A, whenever this consists of nitely many disjoint intervals (we have shown in 6] that this holds for a.e.`when A is regular compact). Finally we test the method on some real examples, assess the gain in efciency with respect to test line methods, and make some proposals for data modelling and variance estimation.
1 Integral geometry of distance moments
De nitions
Fix a compact set A R n which is assumed to be regular closed, cl(int(A)) = A, and for brevity call this regular compact. 
where the integrals are with respect to Lebesgue measure n .
In particular J n 0 (A) = f n (A)g 2 :
For the case where A is a convex body, a variety of integralgeometric results is stated in 21, pp. 46-49, 237{238]. Additionally, Satz I of Carleman 7] implies that amongst all (not necessarily convex) A R 2 with xed area 2 (A), the value of J 2 k (A) is maximised when A is a disc. In one dimension, if A is convex (i.e. a line segment) then trivially for k 0
while in general if A is a nite union of line segments
The following de nitions are standard.
Introduction
A classical integral geometric result of Crofton and Hadwiger relates the squared volume of a three-dimensional convex body to the fourth moment of its chord length. This has important applications in stereology, to the problem of drawing statistical inferences about a population of three-dimensional objects or`particles' from information obtained on random two-dimensional plane sections or one-dimensional linear probes of the population. Speci cally the result provides an unbiased estimator of the volume-weighted mean volume v of the particle population 10, 11].
The assumption of convexity is too restrictive for many applications. The aim of the present paper is to follow this suggestion. We point out that there already exists a generalisation of the abovementioned integralgeometric results to r-dimensional plane sections of an n-dimensional regular compact set A R n . The k-th moment of distance between two points in A, J n k (A) say, satis es a reproductive or section formula analogous to those holding for the quermass integrals. In case k = 0 this yields an identity relating the squared volume of A to the integral of J r n?r (A \ F) for all r-dimensional plane sections A \ F of A. These results are subsumed in earlier work of Miles 17]. Here we also prove counterparts for the case of`vertical sections'.
Secondly we relate J n k (A) to the set covariance function of A. Similar statements were obtained by Borel 4] and Serra 22]. In applications, the set covariance function can be easily computed for any binary image, so we are able to implement an estimator of v based on two-dimensional plane sections of a particle population. We derive explicit estimators for v under a variety of sampling regimes, both design-based (area-weighted random sampling and systematic sampling) and model-based (stationary germ-grain models).
Estimation of mean particle volume using the set covariance function 
Abstract
We discuss the stereological estimation of the volume-weighted mean volume of a population of`particles' (not-necessarily-convex, compact subsets) in R 3 from plane sections. The standard method is to place test lines in the plane section and measure cubed intercept lengths with the twodimensional particle pro les. We point out that the integralgeometric identity on which this method is based, can be generalised by replacing linear test lines by r-dimensional plane sections, forming a reproductive family of similar identities. Using this we derive improved unbiased estimators for mean particle volume in a variety of sampling regimes (designbased and model-based) including vertical section designs. We prove that these estimators have smaller variance than the line transect estimators, and indeed are related to them by the Rao-Blackwell process. In the new estimators the cubed intercept length is replaced by a moment of the distance between two points in the section pro le; this can be computed in practice as a moment of the set covariance function of the section pro le. Finally we present two practical applications. An unexpected result is that the value of the estimator is often close to the area-weighted 3 2 nd moment of the pro le areas, which is a lower bound obtained from an isoperimetric-type inequality. We estimate the variance of the technique and the gain in e ciency over line transect techniques; the e ciency improvement appears to be as much as one order of magnitude.
Keywords: 4-linc, chord lengths, design-based stereology, integral geometry, interpoint distances, isoperimetric inequality, line transects, lognormal distribution, modelbased stereology, Palm distribution, point-sampled intercepts, Rao-Blackwell process, stereology, vertical sections, volume-weighted mean volume, weighted distributions.
